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Abstract
Are you curious about an industrial chemist or engineer role? What does it take to move technology towards
commercialization where the potential value of a technology is just as important as the technical feasibility of the
solution? What are the circumstances that an industrial chemist or engineer can find themselves in and what is
required for success in these diverse situations? We will use several examples of Dow research and innovation
from conception to commercial reality to highlight what an industrial chemist role is like at Dow. These examples
of successful Dow technology will come from two different areas within the company. The first focuses on the
discovery and development of chain shuttling olefin polymerization catalysis for the generation of INFUSETM
olefin block copolymers. The second comes from Dow’s BETAMATETM and BETAFORCETM Structural
Adhesives for light weight bonding applications. Clearly, these success stories and the successful careers which
resulted from this research start with a solid technical background but an important aspect of these stories is that
it takes more than just technical abilities. Creativity, leadership, and communication skills as well as the ability
to collaborate with a diverse range of roles are all necessary for success. Please come with your questions
about industrial chemistry!
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